Key Evidence on Misrepresentation of Nortel's Disability Insurance
by Nortel and Sun Life
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Prior to 2005, there was no disclosure that Nortel’s disability insurance was sponsored by Nortel and that Nortel did not buy disability
insurance from a third party insurer. For example, the 2004 FLEX benefits handbook describes the benefit in the following way:
http://ismymoneysafe.org/Nortel2/2004 FLEX Benefits Handbook.pdf
P. 19 & 20
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Starting in 1995 and until 2006, the Core Long Term Disability Benefit paid by Nortel covered 50%
of FLEX Earnings and the employees could purchase Optional Long Term Disability Benefit to
"Raise 50% benefit to 70%." 2007 and later, the Core Long Term Disability Benefit paid by Nortel
covered 50% of FLEX Earnings and the employees could purchase Optional Long Term Disability
Benefit to "Raise 50% benefit to 66-2/3%%."
The cost of the Optional Long Term Disability coverage was unchanged at 0.45% of FLEX Earnings
during 1995 up to 2007, rising to 0.50% in 2008.
The Nortel FLEX benefits confirmation statement 2000, says Nortel paid $467 per year for the core
50% coverage and the employee paid $339 per year for the optional increase in coverage from 50%
to 70% of pre-disability income. The employee paid more than his fair share of the disability
insurance coverage considering his cost was 42% of the combined employer and employee cost,
whereas the incremental coverage bought was just 29% of the total coverage amount. The combined
employer and employee cost of $806 per year was just 1.07% of pre-disability income.
http://ismymoneysafe.org/Nortel1/Nortel FLEX benefits confirmation statement 2000.pdf
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Sun Life wrote letters to specific Nortel disabled employees notifying them of their receipt of the
ongoing total disability form and consequent continuation of the disability income. In addition to the
sender of these letters being a well-recognized insurance company, these letters give information that
can reasonably be construed to be insurance policy holder information, such as plan member #,
control #, billing group #, contract #, and certificate #.
http://ismymoneysafe.org/Nortel1/Letter from Sun Life receipt of confirmation of ongoing total
disability form Aug. 1, 2006.pdf
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Sun Life, or predecessor insurance companies, completed the Canada Revenue Agency Forms, T4A
STATEMENT OF PENSION, RETIREMENT, ANNUITY, AND OTHER INCOME for Nortel
disabled employees to use in their annual income tax filing. After September 2003, when Sun Life
acquired the predecessor, Clarica Life, the T4A's clearly showed "WAGE LOSS - REPLACEMENT
BENEFIT," and "Payer's name - Nom du payeur "SUN LIFE ASSURANCE OF CDA."
http://ismymoneysafe.org/Nortel1/T4A Sun Life Wage Loss Replacement 2004.pdf
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Sun Life's communications ask for CPP disability income reimbursement payments to be made to it
and not as one would expect to Nortel or the Nortel Health and Welfare Trust, as the entity
responsible for funding the Nortel disability income. For example:
http://ismymoneysafe.org/Nortel1/Letter from Sun Life request to complete CPP agreement
and assignment forms March 15, 2006.pdf
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http://ismymoneysafe.org/Nortel1/Sun Life issued CPP agreement form April 27, 2006.pdf
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Letters received by the Nortel disabled from the Federal Government's Human Resources Canada,
and a predecessor Social Development Canada, informed them that the Federal Government is
communicating with and making payments to their insurer or insurance company. For example:
http://ismymoneysafe.org/Nortel1/Letter from Human Resources Canada disability benefit
payable to insurer March 5, 2002.pdf
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Nortel first disclosed long term disability was self-insured in its 2005 and subsequent benefit
handbooks on or about p. 2:
“Did you know: Most of Nortel's Health & Group Benefits, including short-term
disability, long-term disability, medical and dental/vision/hearing care, are selfinsured. This means that Nortel plays a role similar to that of an insurance
company for its employees. In other words, the Company assumes the risks and
pays the claims directly from its net income or retained earnings. The insurance
company only provides administrative services such as claims processing."
"This means that Nortel plays a role similar to that of an insurance company for its employees" is a
false, misleading and deceptive statement.
Sun Life Focus Update # 265 dated January 27, 2011 states that "Due to the recent attention to
Administrative Services Only (ASO) employee benefits plans in the legislature in connection with
employers who are having financial difficulties, Sun Life has clarified the wording in the Plan
Member Booklet to better inform your plan members about the benefit funding arrangements of their
plan. (See below).
"The contract holder, <Name of the contract holder>, self-insures the <XXX> benefit.
This means that <name of the contract holder> plays a role similar to that of an
insurance company for its employees. <Name of the contract holder> has the sole legal
and financial liability for this benefit and funds the claims from its net income, retained
earnings or other financial resources. Sun Life provides administrative services only
(ASO) such as claims processing."
Sun Life Focus Update # 269 dated February 24, 2011 changes the wording in the Plan Member
Booklet a second time since "We received a lot of feedback regarding Focus Update #265 that was
distributed on January 27. In light of these comments we are making some changes to our new ASO
booklet wording to make it clearer."
"The contract holder, <Name of the contract holder>, self-insures the <XXX> benefit.
This means <Name of the contract holder> has the sole legal and financial liability for
this benefit and funds the claims. Sun Life provides administrative services only
(ASO) such as claims adjudication and claims processing."
Sun Life's second change in wording for its ASO Plan Member Booklet removes the false,
misleading and deceptive sentence: "This means that <name of the contract holder> plays a role
similar to that of an insurance company for its employees." This sentence in its exact wording was
within Nortel's self-insured disclaimer and so Sun Life was of direct influence in the drafting of this
sentence.
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http://ismymoneysafe.org/Nortel1/Sun Life Focus Update Administrative Services Only (ASO)
- update to Plan Member Booklet #265 January 27, 2011.pdf
http://ismymoneysafe.org/Nortel1/Sun Life Focus Update Administrative Services Only (ASO)
- update to Plan Member Booklet #269 February 24, 2011.pdf
In 2005, when the disclosure is "This means that Nortel plays a role similar to that of an insurance
company for its employees," Nortel executives are executing plans to wind-up the HWT and it begins
to withdraw HWT reserve assets to pay for Nortel expenses that were not the intended use for the
HWT asset reserves.

http://ismymoneysafe.org/Nortel/Appendix GGG - Page 28 Reconciliation of Trust Assets
Sept.pdf
Page 28 of the Mercer's Valuation of the Obligations of the Health and Welfare Trust as at September
30, 2005 clearly shows that Nortel management was informed that they removed $18,098 thousands
of dollars of contributions from the LTD asset reserve in the HWT. This figure is labelled as negative
contributions, distinct from benefit payments made to the LTD. This removal of contributions is
contrary to the requirements for irrevocability of employer contributions in the HWT Trustee
Agreement and the CRA Interpretation and Rules relating to the Income Tax Act for HWTs.
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http://ismymoneysafe.org/Nortel1/Nortel Internal Document Showing Reserve $ Amount for
LTD Claimant May 31, 1999.pdf
An internal Nortel report dated May 31, 1999 received by a Nortel disabled employee in a court
discovery process showed that Nortel held a $236,676.44 reserve for a disability incurred claim in
her specific name and policy certificate number.
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Health and Welfare Trusts (HWTs) are bona fide trusts, which have legal obligations to meet the
terms and conditions of their private contract trustee agreements, the applicable Income Tax Act
provisions and related Canada Revenue Agency Interpretations and Rulings for HWTs and Wage
Loss Replacement Plans, and the provincial statutes governing variation of trusts and trustees.

Appendix B - Memorandum of Law August 27, 2010

Nortel - Montreal Trust HWT Trustee Agreement Jan. 1, 1980
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The HWT having a function as a tax efficient vehicle, adds to Nortel's legal obligations in respect to
the appropriate use of the assets within the trust, since access to the HWTs tax benefits are legitimate
only when the HWT structure and activities comply with the Income Tax Act provisions and Canada
Revenue Agency Interpretations and Rulings for HWTs and Wage Loss Replacement Plans.

IT85R - Pre 1986 Health and Welfare Trusts for Employees Jan. 20, 1975

IT85R2 - Health and Welfare Trusts for Employees July 31, 1986

IT428 - Wage Loss Replacement Plans April 30, 1979
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Legal Obligation To Continue Funding and Legal Restrictions On HWT's Termination
Nortel had a legal obligation to make employer contributions on a sound actuarial basis each year to
fund adequately its Health and Welfare Plan, according to the HWT Trustee Agreement.

Nortel - Montreal Trust HWT Trustee Agreement Jan. 1, 1980
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The HWT could not be terminated without notice to the Trustee and without Nortel being responsible
to pay to the Trustee sufficient funds to satisfy all claims and obligations, according to the HWT
Trustee Agreement.

Nortel - Montreal Trust HWT Trustee Agreement Jan. 1, 1980
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Furthermore, Nortel did not have the legal right to unilaterally vary or wind-up the HWT without the
unanimous consent of the HWT beneficiaries, according to Ontario court precedents for variance of a
trust and the Ontario Variance of Trust Act.

Ontario Variance of Trust Act R.S.O. 1990, CHAPTER V.1
http://www.fstontario.ca/english/decisions/pension/P0307-2008-1.pdf
"In the Dickson case [Dickson v. Richardson [1981] O.J. No. 2451] , the Court of Appeal ultimately
refused to approve the settlement varying the trust because it had not received the unanimous consent
of all beneficiaries. The Court of Appeal held that since a compromise was a contract to which all
parties must consent, and since the court did not have the power to bind known dissentients, the order
of the court below amending the trusts could not be supported by the court’s inherent jurisdiction in
that case. In the case before us, the Applicants have addressed this concern by obtaining a Court
order under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 to bind all possible parties (but for the sole opt out)."
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